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ABSTRACT
Economic Imp li cations of Phenologically
Timed Irr i gation in
Corn Product ion
by
Dawuda Tsalhatu Gowan, Doctor of Philosophy
Utah State Univers i ty, 1979

Major Professor: Jay C. Anderson
Department: Economics
Corn production data was fitted into a Translog production
function.

Analysis of the resultant equation was based on what impact

irrigation keyed to the crop's phenology would have on yield.

A crop

product cost funct ion was developed to det ermine if there i s profit
(loss) in adapting 1vater application to corn by phe nol ogical time
period.

Reasons for not adapting phenology as a key variable in

irrigation include institutional constraints .

Without modifying these

institutional constraints, adopting the proposed technology may orove
prohibitive.

(97 pages)

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Using methodology developed for predicting crop yield, economists
can investigate ways to optimise crop-production through water control.
Opti111al yields require optimal v1ater application to crops at the crucial
time during a ohe nological stage.
In this dissertation, we are concerned with what the economist can
say about the phys ical relationship between water input and corn (grain
or dry matter) output.

The economist i s concerned because resources

required for optimum agriculture production are scarce in certain
places.

Scarcity demands effici ent use of the scarce resources.

economic theory, a production function wi ll be developed.

Using

The produc-

tion function's usefulness v1ill be demonstrated using empirical evidence and the practicality of the production as reg ards management
decision will be demonstrated.
Econometr i c investigation is a first step toward a first approxi mation to a full understanding of the relations cal l ed a production
function.

The economi c content of rel ationships to be estimated i s

very i mportant for determining est i mates and parameter iden t ifi cat ion.
A large proportion of l and surface i s desert.

Areas that have

enough rainfall have the rainfall come not necessarily at times most
su itab l e for crops.

The major resource input ( i nput factor) under

consideration in this dissertation is water .

Water used as ir rigation

water is not a "free resource."

Irrigation water has a price or at

least it can be assigned an imputed va l ue.
Since there is a cost to water, farmers will be limited by a
cost constraint or the price which they have to pay for water.

Not

only does the cost take the form of price paid for the input, cost
takes the form of lower productivity associated with irrigation systerns and practices.
Objectives and Assumptions
Statement of the Problem and
Research Objectives
Water is becoming increasingly scarce in the arid west.

This

scarcity is demonstrated by farmers drilling deeper for water and
transporting water over longer distances.

Scarcity implies that

owners of water rights will be getting higher rents.

Since water

suprly is relatively fixed, the fixed quantity in the face of increasing demand would raise the price of water.

The increase in

demand would come through an increase in area under irrigation.

The

increase could be through product price increase as well as complementary factor price decline.

Enlarging present farms and develop-

ing virgin la nd for now are responsible for the increas e in demand
for water.

l<hen there is an increase in demand for water, relative

price of water will increase.

This calls for investigating more

efficient methods of water all ocation.

Water pl ann ers are asked for

accurate pred ictive estimates of how crop production varies with the
quantity of water supplied so misallocation of water can be reduced
or eliminated.
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Furthermore, the question of the best time and method of allocating a predetermined \vater quantity can be asked .

Lack of answers

to these questions are a handicap, because production functions clearly
showing expected relations between crop yields and water supply at
various stages of growth are not available.

And if they are not

avail able, no economic analysis can be made of such functions.

Also,

the state of the art was a barrier to developing water production
function.

But today, methodology and equipment have been developed

to collect reliable data so that accurate water production function
can be defined .

Even with developed water production function, farm-

ers a nd po licy ma kers are at a loss when it comes to interpreting the
results .

Policy implications are not clearly set and thus part of the

pu r po se of the r esearch study remain unresolved.
Specif i c Objectives
l.

To defin e a production response function for corn where the only
vari able i np ut i s water using phenologi cal timing as the key
deci s i on rule.

2.

To evaluate and compare the defined production response function
with current practices would be the major point of comparison of
current practices with the defined production response function.

Procedure
The four measured variables (yield and evapotranspiration for
the three stages of growth) will be regressed to fit a translog production function.

The equation will have three components corres-

ponding to stage of growth.

Careful analysis of their elasticity of
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production and marginal physical product would show whether or not
the trend is towards phenological timing as the key decision rule.
The regres sion results would define the sought after production
function.
If there is a need, some farmers in the Logan area will be
interviewed.

Also, Agriculture and Irrigation Experiment Station

will be asked to describe what the current practices are as observed on the field by agents.

The resu l t of the first objective

and those of the second objective will be compared and contrasted .
Assumptions
l.

Perfect comoetition exists in both factor and product markets.
Optimal profit i s the goal and this goal can be achieved only
by employing optimal quantities of inputs (water) at the determined phenological stage.

Then and only then can optimal quant ity

of output be produced.
2.

Corn varieties used in the three locations under consideration
have the same production capability given their resoective geographic area, location of farm and soil type.

3.

There i s no appreciable differences in soil fertility and type
and quantity of fertilizer applied.

4.

Water quality is the same.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Agronomic
Robins and Domi ngo [21] have reported that so il moisture depl eti on of one t o two days during t asse ling re sulted in as much as a
22 percent yield reduction, wh il e six to eight days stress r educed
yield by 50 percent .

They conc l uded that "yield reduc t ions due to

absence of available water after the fert ili zati on per iod appeared
to be related to the ma turity of the grain when the available mo i sture was r emoved ."
Denmead and Shaw [6] found grai n yie l ds were reduc ed by all
moisture treatments.

Pl ants subjected to water stress at tasseling

were the most affected.

The r ed uctio ns in grain yield were 25 per -

cent when the stress was imposed at vegetative stage, 50 percent by
stress at tasse li ng and 21 percent by s tr ess at ear stages.

They

also found a tendency for stress imposed in one stage to harde n the
plant against damage (further yield reduction) from stress at a
l ater stage .
Charles V. Moore [15] showed that it is possible to impute a
value to the irriga t ion cycle.

He further dev eloped a model to

determine an optimum v1ater price and changing commodity pr i ce
dur i ng gr owing season.

Ar l o W. Biere, et. al. [l] demons trat ed the

sens i t i vi ty of a mode l to the time of water application.

Th ey

concluded tha t the high er th e avai l ab l e soi l moisture around s ilking
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the hi gher the y ield because corn i s most sensitive to soil mo i stur e
stress a t that time.
i mpo rtant stage .

Stewart, et . al . [22] tri ed t o id entify the most

They ran separate r eg ress i ons for four experimental

corn-growing sites in four different states (Logan, Utah; Fort Co llins ,
Co l orado; Yuma, Arizona; and Dav i s , California).

They found that

stress at the pollination stages produced the most drastic effects
on grain yie l d.
Soil Science
Hanks [10] assumed that evaporat i on from the so il decreases
wi th the square root of time after wet ti ng as well as the stage
of growth.

Raw i tz [ 19] found growth rate of plants to be affected

by decreasing so il water potential and increa s ing soil re s i stance.
Br i ggs and Shantz [2] mad e a compreh ens iv e s tudy of water r eq uir ement of plants.

de Wit [5] concluded that increase in transpiration

tend to increase yi eld.
Cobb-Douglas Function
One of the eas i est f unct i ons to man i pulate is the Cobb-Douglas
function and it was chosen for this dissertatio n because growth
functions are power functions and the Hanks equation used fit s the
Cobb-Douglas function.

Re l ated or simi l ar fun ct ions were investi ga t ed

in the literature and tri ed .

With respect to funct io ns used, the

generalized productio n f unctio n has bee n proposed because it includes
specia l cases of the Cobb-Doug l as , the transcedental, and th e Cobb Douglas wi th var i able returns to sca l e .

It still stands that the

Cobb- Do uglas funct i on is th e most direct and easier of the two to
manipu late.
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For the special case treated by Al a i n de Janvry [4], the func t i on was Y =

s1

AX~!

+

81 x 2 X~ 2 ~YJXJ

Th e Cobb- Dougl as case i s when

= Y! = 0 and he r e we find the degree of substitutability betwee n

inputs is affected by t he value of the parameters

~1 , a 2 ,

~3 ,

and

by the levels of x1 , x2 and their elasticity of substitution. Simi larly , the Cobb-Douglas function estimated in th i s di sse r tat i on whic h
has one as its elast i city of substituti on has some degree of substitutability betot1een i nputs affected by t he exponents and the ET ratios.
Another estimation form is the Cobb-Douglas function with variab le returns to scale for different product i on techniques.

Ulveli ng

and Fletcher [23] showed that a modified Cobb-Doug l as production
function can give part i al production el asticit i es and returns to
scale.

Not only does such a production fu nction allow for poo ling

of informatio n and therefor e preserve degree of fr eedom, i t tests systematically for productivity difference among production techniques .
In a research note, Yujiro Hayam i [12] found that "there is no
evidence against the use of the Cobb - Doug l as product i on function for
the cross country ana l ys i s of agricultura l production."

Such a con-

elusion Hayami found to be consistent with previous work on cross
re giona l ana l ysis done by Gril i ches.

The work was done in the U.S. ,

Canada and al so in Japan.
Econometrics
Researchers tend to use multico lli nearity to point at a weakness
in the use of Cobb-Douglas function, but John P. Doll [7] 1vrote "Mod ern econometric theory suggests that the rat i onal und erl yi ng th i s
statement i s readi l y availab l e i n recent l iterature and wi l l not
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be repeated here.

Interestingly enough, very little attention has

been directed towards analyzing the impact of the assumption s of the
economic analysis upon multicollinearity. "

Dan Varon [25] showed

that while production functions with fixed intraseasonal distribut ion
are estimable by regression methods , difficulties are involved in the
regression approach in the estimation of dated producti on function.
Zarembka [26] suggests that transformation of variables is a
po~1erful

procedure in econometrics to handle the general problem of

choice of functional variables, particularly when the functiona l form
is not suggested by theory.

Ramsey and Zarembka [18] estimated a

production function that is not a constant returns to scale.

Constant

elasticity of subst ituti on production f unction was used as a transformation prob lem.

They found some of their r esu lt to be outside the

one percent confidence limit.
Zellner, Kmenta , and Dreze [27] showed that whatever the functional form spec i f ied, product ion funct i ons are always free of simultaneous equation bias when directly estimated from cross section data
on firms.

Zellner and Revankar [28] introduced a production function

with the generalization referrin g to assumptions made about the elasticity of substitution and returns to sca l e.
Economics
Heady and Dil lon [13] made a comprehensive study of Agricultural
Production funct ions.

They noted that production functions are a

derived r elati onsh ip between depende nt and independent variables that
is capable of showing how a change in one of the independ ent variables
will affect the other variables.

The farmer or farm manager must be
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able to understand and react to changing forces that affect input
variables.

He needs to understand new production techniques if he

wishes to apply them.

Above all, a basic understanding of the econ-

omic principles underlying his agricultural production is required to
form the proper choice and decision about his production process.

In

this context, production functions increasingly becoming a prediction
tool are being used by farmers in decisions and economic predictions.
Production functions do not have all the answers to possible
economic problems and can therefore not claim absolute dominance,
neither can production functions be a substitute to traditional meth ods of economic analysis.

Walter [24] determined cost functions from

production function and showed that for profit maximization, cost
functions are essential.

Marc Nerlove [16] wrote "If there are in-

creasing returns to sca l e and a growing demand, firms may find it
profitable to add more capacity than they expect to use in the immedi ate future . "
Irrigation
Rhoades and Nelson [20] showed that field corn growing under
irrigation does tend to show exagerated effect on plant growth due
to brief period of high moisture stress.

Norero, Keller, and Ash-

croft [17] found that when evapotranspiration value approach maximum, frequent irrigation is necessary in order to maximize production.
Literature review helped in keeping the writers' perspective on
yield and input factors.

The literature further provided a range of

production functions and when those production functions may be used.

10

Methods of hypothesis testing; how to set production functions; result presentation and interpretation were influenced by what is in
the literature.
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CHAPTER I I I
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND DATA ACQUISITION
Line source continuous variable design developed by Hanks and
associates (1974) at Logan was adopted.

In this design all irrigation

after establishment of the crop is from a single sprinkler line parallel to the rows through the center of the plots.

The clo se l y

spaced (6.lm) sprinkler heads are a type wh i ch throws a triangu l ar
water pattern such that the maximum application occurs at the spr inkler line, tHpering evenly away as one moves outward in either direction.

Finally at a distance of approximate l y 15m, no irri gation

water was applied at all.
a variable des ign.

Therefore water application is inherently

"The approach taken overall in this study was

to establi sh a wide array of measured irrigation regimes, to determine the asso ciated evapotranspiration regimes which occured, and to
measure the resultant dry matter and grain yields from each."

Ste1vart

et. al. [22].
The control time schedule was one which was irrigated throughout
the three stages of growth.

The other three schedules differed from

the control treatment s in ce fixed irrigation was discontinued during
vegetative stage, second in the po llination stage, third in both
vegetative and po ll ination stages and lastly all plots were irrigated
in the maturat ion stage with a few exceptions which were noted.
Measurements made were of app lied water incl uding r ainfal l,
soil water content, total dry matter production, grain yields and
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weather components, especially class A pan evaporation.

There were

twenty rows on each side of the line source, and there were five to
six irrigation levels.
This dissertation is based on data collected in 1974 and 1975
at Davis, California; Fort Collins, Colorado; and Logan, Utah.

Data

pooling is possible because of a uniform approach to measuring crop
water requirements and actual evapotranspiration.

Stewart et. al.

[22] reported that "It is common knowledge that methods now in use
for making these estimates are far from perfect and that the use of
different methods often produces different resu .lts.

Accordingly,

the Davis (California) research team has developed what are thought
to be improved methods of ET estimation, and these were adopted for
use at all experimental sites."
Potentia l evapotranspiration (ETP) is closely correlated with
pan evaporation and crop growth stage.

Accurate measurements of

short term ETP is required when determining the ratios of ETP for
crop to EG' wher e EG is evapotranspiration for each growth stage.
Both measurements depend on the use of sophisticated lysimeter equipment.

Such equipment is available in Davis and was utilized in thi s

study.

Daily measurements were made of ETP and of Class A pan eva-

poration (EG).

[11]

For clarity, and to facilitate meas urements among growth stag es,
the data were summed for short periods (mostly five days each) and
ETP/EG ratios were computed for each period.

This process gave us

the actual evapotranspiration (ETA) used in our regression analysis.
For ETA, each application of water to the soil (including rainfall)
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starts a new water period, which requires sepa rate considerati on.

An

account ing was kep t of water app li cation as they affected the evaporation layer .

For this, a separate water budget was carried as opposed

to that for the lower soil profil e.

It sho uld be noted that ETP

limi ts ETA in any given water period.

When ETA > ETP, it is assumed

that drainage down the soil profi l e wa s responsible.
In this study we discu ss our analysis of the four-hundre d and
ninety-three observations collected from Davis, Fort Collins and
Logan considering with emphasis on gra in yie lds of corn.

To cl early

show s t age of growth effect, a composite test was made.

Border pro-

blems were clea rl y stated and trea ted.
To get current practice in corn irrigation, l iterature indicating irrigation practices were surveyed, and farmers were asked to rel ate curr ent practices.
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CHAPTER IV
THE MODEL
Model Specification
Present production functions are deve l oped using a combination
of i nput factors; capital and labour.

The product component is math -

ematically defined as a dependent variable.

It is expressed as a

funct ion of the ind ependent variables wh i ch happen to be the input
factors.

ln this case, one input is used, phenologica l ly timed and

observed in growth stages .

The environme nt, the climate and time

path are important in this production function.
There are three stages in sequence, which lead to a functional
form of Y =(ETA , ETA , ETA), and it i s this final product Y that
v

has

p

m

bearing on the yield needed for regression.

Thus Y f(ETA , ETA
v

ETA

p

. ( 1)
m

is to be used in the form of a Translog function.

Instead of examin-

ing a conventional product ion function, we will examine a production
response function.
y = f(K,L)

The conventiona l production function is:
. . . (2)

where y =output result i ng from a combinat ion of in put factor labour
L, and capita l K.

Pictorially, it follows the law of variable propor-

tions having the well - known marginal products and average products
characteri st ies.
A production function will be deve loped using (2) in a slightly
modified form.

The mod i ficat i on is to have water as the on l y variabl e

input whose optima l quant i ties would vary accord i ng to stages of growth
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of corn--the subject of investigation.
held constant.

The func t ion then is expressed as:
y

1vhere ETAv' ETAP '

. . • . . . . ( 3)

f (K, L, ETA , ETA , ETA ) .
v
ET~

p

p

m

are actual evapotranspiration.

ETA , ETA , and ETA
v

Labour and capital will be

ar e measu red in ce ntimeters f or the phenom

l ogical l y timed per i od ca ll ed vegetative, pollination and maturation
stages respectively.
Hanks' Model
Research to evaluate the influence of irri gati on management on
corn producti on where water and sa lini ty li mited production \vas carri ed
out in Ar i zona , Ca lifor ni a , Co lorado, and Utah: Hanks, et. al [ll],
Stewart, et . al. [22].

We use Hanks' mode l modified as a Tra ns log

equation.

A Trans l og production function i s a generalized pro duct ion

function.

It expresses the logarithm of output as a Taylor series

approximation of a genera l ized production function in terms of the
logarithms of input about any arbitrary point.
into account interaction between i nputs.

Transl og form take s

We use Hanks' mode l because it

provides for a direct strong re l atio nship between evapotransp i ration and
yield regardless of growth stage.

Additiona ll y, it can predict trans-

piration, whil e othe rs tak e measured data.

Another advantage is that

the Hanks ' mod el i s readil y transferable, a ll it requires to predict
y ield s are basic soil, climate , crop, and ir r i gat ion data .

Fur ther-

more , the Ha nks ' mode l shows that yield i s r el ated to transpiration.
According to Hanks, the yie ld- -transpiration r elations hip is i mportant
but the f actors are difficult to se pa r ate .
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The Hanks wate r bud get mode l shows yi eld as a function of eva potra nspirat ion.

It is re presented in equation fo rm as:
. . . . . . . . ( 4)

where:
Y = Tons per hectare of harvested grain or dry matter .
Yp = Potentia l yi eld is the highe st measured value of Y.
C = Parameter of production to be l ater def ined as regress ion
constant.
ETA

Meas ured evapotranspiration.

It i s the amount of applied

water dep l eted by plants , taking into account los ses from
dra inag e and runoff.
ETP

ETA i s meas ured in centimeters.

Potential evapotranspirati on: The highest measu r ed value
of ETA.

The subscr i pts v, p, m represent a phenological t ime period.
Where:

v = vegetative stage, p = pollination stage , m =ma turation

stage.
Vegetative sta ge i s defin ed as extending from planting to first
ta ss l e.

Thi s va r ies wit h lo cat i on, but fo r Logan , Utah it av eraged

sixty-three day s based on a two-year (1974-75) experiment .
tion stage incl udes from f i rst tassle to blister kernel.

PollinaFor the

two year experi me nt in Lo ga n, this averaged twen ty -si x days.

Matur -

ation stage , from bli s t er kernel to physiological maturity , averaged
forty - three and a half days for the 1974, 1975 Logan exper i me nt .
The expo nents A1 , Az , A3 , in th e Hanks' mode l r eprese nt elas ticity of produ ction defined here as the relative i mpo rtance of 1vater
for the three different stages .

The A1 values repres ent the elastic i ty
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of production of the crop to an increase in actual evapotranspiration
(ETA) during its vegetative stage.

Similarly, Az and A3 repr esent

the el asticity of production of the crop to an increase in actual
evapotransp iration (ETA) during pollination and maturation stages,
respectively.
Yi eld is measured either as grain or as dry matter.

Grain

yie l d is the actual amount of corn kernels harvested, weighed dry in
tons per hectare.

Dry matter yield is the actual weight of everyth ing

on the corn plant from a few inches up from the roots where the sta l k
was cut.

It was 1-1ei ghed dry in tons per hectare.

Difficult Issues Associated With
Mode l Spec ifi ca tion
A functional form showing important variables that will be used
to develop a production function i s:
yactua l

=

ypotential

f[K,L, (ETA)v, (ETA)p' (ETA)m]
=

f[K,L, (ETP)v, (ETP)p, (ETP)m]

(ETP)v ~ (ETA)v; (ETP)p ~ (ETA)p; (ETP)m ~ (ETA)m

. . (5)

Thi s specification means that actual yie ld is a function of capital, labou r, and actua l evapotranspiration (ETA).

ETA is an index of

moisture estimate needed at a given phenological stage.
evapotranspiration (ETp) is the hi ghest measured ETA.

Potential
If the rela-

tionship ETP >ETA holds and assuming Land K are held constant, then
yield can be written in Cobb-Douglas form as:
y = C

A

(ET

)Al

Av

(ET

. {6)

) A2

Ap

where CA i s actual production parameter.

To minimize the i mpact of

combining data from three d ifferent locations, a ratio of actual to
potential observations (ETA/ETp) is required.

Actual observation to
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represent data co ll ected from the field and maximum values represent
potential observation.

Such a ratio also helps minimize climatic effect

from one year to the next, it minimizes disease effect etc.

So for

the potential counterpart of equation (6) we will have :

Y0 = Cp (ETP)~ 1 (ETP); 2 (ETP);3
where

cp

. . . . . . (7)

is a potential production parameter

Forming the ratio:

Simplification and assuming

~i

=iii Vi (where Vi stands for over all i)

will yield the model equation:

fp=

c

(~~:r (:~:)~2 (~~:)~3

. . . . . . . . . . . . . (9)

When equation (4) is rewritten in a more general form within the

And equation (10) will be the one used in this study.
Redefining (ETA) as Wv,
ETP v

(E~A)
Ep

as Y,

as WP and
p

then equation (10) can be rewritten as:
Y = ln ilo + il1 l nW v +

i1 2 l nW

p

+ i1 3l nW + i1 4 ( lnW )
m
v

2
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A7lnYivlnYIP + >. 8 lnl·lvlnHm + A9lnWplnl'm . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . • (ll)

and equation ( l l) can be rewritten as
y = A ,/·l yJ Az l;A3 HA4 l og HV HAs l og Hp WA G l og l·Jm
o v p m v
p
m

. . . . . . . (12)

which reduces to
l +A 4 logWv
Y =''O uA
~v

l
"'
1,1Az +>.s og ~P
p

W>. 3+A5 l og u~m

m

. . . . . . (13)
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CHAPTER IV
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
Shape of Function
Given empir i ca l evidence, with no water, there will be no grain
product.

Introduction of water implies ETA > 0 and thus some gra i n

product, even if only as measureable dry matter.

An increase in water

supply implies a cumulative ETA and that the evapotranspiration is
increas ing.

The evapotranspiration rate goes up because, as the plan t

develops, so does i ts transpirational capac ity.
the tonnage of dry matter y-ield .

This would increase

Similarly, as the transpiration

capacity of corn increases so would grain yield.

Production is in-

creased as corn kernels increase in s ize and fill up the co rn cob.
If we keep (ETA)v, (ETA)m at a l evel where the crop i s not stressed
and let any increase in total ETA come on ly during (ETA)p, dry matter
and grain yields will both increase.
The question of actual evapotranspiration equaling respective
stage potentia l evapotransp irati on [(ETAlv,p,m
problematic .

= (ETPlv,p,m]

Taking the ratio Y we find Y = Yp because Y

vP

(l) AZ ·(l) A3 (assuming CA

~

=

1) .

vP

Thu s Y = Y

p

=

1.

can be
=

(l) At .

Hence, with an

increa se in production factor inputs, actual yield is supposed to
approach potent i al output, YP.

Where Ai = 0 Vi, potential yield

is not obtainable because the el ast i city or factor share of each
stage is zero.

Where then is the economic problem?
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Once the actual yield measured equals maximum yield, the function
will no longer exhibit increasing returns to scale.

If one chooses

to increase a factor of production when actual yie l d Y = Yp

= 1, zero

r eturns to scale should be expected, and beyond Y = Yp negative returns to scale should be expected.
As long as Yp

>

Y, there i s a fract i on, and fractions of ET imply

that better management (defined as stage-oriented water application)
could make actual yield approach potentia l Yield (Yp).

Normally 1vhen

3
E A· >
1
i =1

1, it is a case of increasing returns to scale.

How Yp is

approached would dictate the rate of increa se in Y.
Economic Bas is of Analysis
One of our identified problems is explaining satisfactorily to
farmers wh en they should adopt a technical advancement.

The techno l-

ogical advancement being a new production function which shows how
1·1ater sho uld be optimally allocated based on some form of phenological
timing.
Farmers curre ntly are operating at an efficiency and a cost.
They have at the margin equated their Marginal Cost (MC) and marg inal
benefit and are operating ''effici ently" given their present cond ition .
If farmers are operating efficiently given their present condition why
offer a technologica l advancement?

Why should they change?

How can

the cange be made, and what is the vehic l e of change?
Th e change is recommended because allocating water optimally
implies operating at the lowest cost.

In other words, it would sh if t

the MC curve lower as compared to the original MC curve.

(See Figure 1) .
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MC 1 represents marg inal cost of firm operating at present and MC 2
represents the new marginal cost curve which is lower than the original
one because water has been optimally allocated taking into account the
phenological growth pattern of corn crop.
Marginal Productivity
The efficiency point is arrived at when the following eq uation
holds
MPPW

MrrW

MPPW

v = ____R =
~
PW
v
p

m= 1 = 1

~

MC

m

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (10)

MR

Of course, we are able to equate with marginal cost and marginal revenue
because

~1e

have assumed perfect competition in both input (factor) and

output markets.
The value of marginal product of water (VMPw) i s defined as price
(a constant in a given year) times marginal physical product of water
(MPP) at a given stage .

MPP represents the margina l contribution of

a unit of water to the total product of grain yield.
cause MPP values differ for each stage of growth.

VMP changes be-

For the Cobb-Douglas

case , equation (9) wi ll be used to determine MPP for each stage of
growth and t hi s requires adjusting equat ion (9) to:
y c

y =

. . . . . . . (11)

ETA l ET'z ET'3
Pv
Defining

pp

Pm

y c

ET A1 ET' 2 ET \ 3

as C, the equation ca n be written as

Pv
pp pm
Y = C ET \ 1 ET' 2 ET\ 3
Av
Ap Am

. . . . . . . . . ( 12)

Redefining ETA as Wv, ETA as Wp and ETA as Wm' then
v

p

m
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yc

c

and equat ion (7) becomes

c wv' l w'zp wm'3 .

y =

( 13)

Differentiating Y with respect to evapotranspiration of each growth
stage wou l d yie ld the marginal physical product of that gorwth stage .
Marginal Productiv ity Relationship
Using non-optimally allocated water as was done in the experi 'flent, there was

tendency for MPP of water to be highest duri ng

il

pollination stage for grain yield.
MPfW

>

MPfW

>

MPfW

v

p

Equation (12)

. .

. . (14)

m

means that a change in total yield divided by a

corresponding change in Wis highest at the pollination stage and the
vegetative stage is higher than that of maturation stage.

Marginal

condition demands that
MPfW

v

Pw

v

MPfW

MPPw

=~ =_

_m

p

Pwm

VMP"\if

VMPW

PwP

Pwm

Pw

. . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . (15)

or alternatively
VMP"\if

__
v

Pwv

= ~ = _ _m K > l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 16)

where PW , PW , PW is price of water at a given stage. Since price
v
p
m
of water remai ns the same during the irrigatio n season, th en fW
v

IWp

IWm·
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But equation (14) is suboptimal for a farmer seeking maximum profit because of the strict inequalities.

By spending a dollar less on

(not applying a marginal dollar's worth of) water during vegetative
and maturation stages, the farmer affects total ETA and rate of (ETAlv,m.
This would cause loss in dry matter but gain in the production of corn
grain.

Net output will increase by a factor greater than zero for

th e same total cost.

Shifting the amount spent on water from the less

productive to the most productive plant growth stage can thus restore
profit maximization .

Going one more step, the dollars spent on water

during maturation stage can be reduced to further enhance profit.
First Order Conditions
Using equation (13) to determine elasticity of production of
the three different stages.

Take the summation of Wv' Wp and Wm and

get an obj ective function which is linear and directly related toW's,
t he data used in all regr ession.

Taking equation (13) as the con-

s train t , it has to be minimized to total product Y*.

The constraint

implies that optimum product is achievable given optimal allocation
of factor inputs.
Optimal condition for water allocation demands that MPPwv
MPP- = MPP- .
wp
wm

To arrive at this optimality condition, the use of a

Lagrangian approach to solve the problem is employed.
determining MPPw

Apart from

to be equal, the solution would given the shadow

v,p,w

pr ice which is defined as that possible price of water if a market
exists.

The shadow price tells how much maximum profit or mini mum

cost 1vill be changed for a unit change in quantity of water.
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A Lagrangian will be formed to minimize amount of water to be
used in corn product ion, subject to a production function.

Mathemati-

cally it is stated as:

v ,p,m

Minimize EHi
i

subject to f(W) - Y*
where Y*

. . . . . . . . . . ( 19)

=

- Y*) . . . (20)
First Order Conditions will yield
al = 1 - ¢Ao ( Al + A4 lnWv)W~l-l+A4lnHv
al<v

H~3+A 6 lnHP

0

. (21)

al

+A 4lnWv f!Ap 2 -l+A 5 lnW p VIA 3+A 61nWm
1 - ¢A 0 (A2 +A 5 lnH p )W 11
m
v

0

( 22)

aL
al<m

1 - ¢A 0 (A 3+A 6 lnW m)W v11 +A 4lnWV

0

(23)

~

H~ z +AslnHP

,A +A 5 l nW

1 p2

al = AoVJ~l + A4 lnHV
a¢
Solution for

¢

¢

p

w'mr
0

l+A61 nHo
.

. . . . . . . . (24)

¢

Equations (21) to (24) can be rearranged to solve for ¢.
[A 0 (A 1 + A 4 lnVIV)W~ 1 -l+A 4 lnHV \lp z+As l nW p HAm3+A5l nfl mr 1

[ A 0 (A 1 +A 5 lnHP)W~ 1 +~4lnHv

I<Az-l+A 5lnW

[!.o ( AI +A6 1nHrn)\<1 +A41 nWv

f!!.z+Asl ni<P

( !. 1+!. 41nW ~
!. 1+A 5 1nfi~

:B_
\1m

_( !. 1 +!.,,lnH
!. 1+!. 61n\·1

p

p

vim

VIP

p

w~ 3+A6 1nl<mr 1

!<J ).r l+A 61nflmr 1

m

(!. 1 +!. 5 ln\·J ~ wm
!.J+!.6 lnWm wp

(25)
(26)
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CHAPTER V
ECONOMETRIC ANALYSIS
Regression Analysis
A test usi ng F and Dummy variables will be performed to test if
we can justify applying our results to farm situations.
Software Package was used in all regression analysis.

Th e Economi c
Equation (10)

was the orig i na l regression format and by stepwise regression, s i gnificant coefficients were obta ined for the prod ucti on function as:
yG

o.

222 wA~377 W~ l 88-.427lnWp WA~353

(-3.260) (6.472)

(-5.115)

. . . . . . . . . ( 27)

(10.774)

Fi gures in parenthesis are "t" ratio s, they differ f rom 2.326, the "t"
ratio from Tables at 1 percent confidence in terva l.

Thus we reject the

null hypothesis stated as irrigating phenologica ll y has no impact on
corn production.

Where WAv and WArn are ETA observations.

To obtain

optimal al location per given stage W0 v, W0 p, W0 m, a solution ha s to be
obtained for eq uation (27).
the objective function:

Water appl i ed at different stages will be

Mini mize

. l: .
1

Wi

i ;;: v , p,m

,J

Subject to f(W) - Y* where Y* our actual product i on function,
1.1

1.3

• [CW wB-Az lnWp WArn - Y*] . .
Av p
•

~ [C >. 1 w~~-l w~- >. 2 lnvJP w~ 3 ]

i ,j

w.1 (28)
( 29)
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (32)

(* See appendix B for transformation)

(33)
(34)
(35)
Solving equations (33) and (34) yie ld ed
!.t ~ S-2 !. 2 lnWP
WA

. . . . . . . . . (36)

Wp

v

Similar l y solving equations (33) and (35) yie ld ed
. . . . . . . . . (37)
While so lving equation (34) and (35) yie ld ed
,

3

~

i3-2\ 2 ln\·ip
. . . . . . . . . . . (38)

WAm

wP

Before so lving for optimal allocation, equation (27) can bP further
simp li fied.

Using

0 12.3, WPv

Y ~

~

243 and Wm

p

~

207, we get

w-377 (WA )O.ll8- . 427lnWAp
W"352
Av
___E.
W
Am
W
Pp
Pp
).ll8-.427lnWA + . 427ln(243) W"352
377 ( ~i
Y ~ 0 . 222 WA
--.&!.
P
Am
v
\'Pp
y ~ ( . 936) (12.3)

Wp. 377W . 352
v
Pm

y

W2.249 -.4 27lnWAP
0 _222 WA. 377
v
P

W.352
Am
. . . . • . . . . . . (39)
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lvhere s' = 2. 249
Subst ituting transformed WA and WA into equation (32) yielded
v
m
WT . . . . . . . . . . . . . (40)

~

Where

=s'+.427ln224 = 4.74 (See appendix B for derivation)

Simplification yielded

\~

= [

Ap

~ - 2 >-z l n\~

the substitution

~iaking

l

\·IT

~-2X 2 lnWP+ >. 1 +A 3j

(41)

>. 1 = .377, >. 3

~=4.74,

.427 and >.3

.352

we vii 11 get
4.74- .854 lnWAj
WA

p

=

l'

[ 5.469 - .854 ln~JA

T · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

(

42

)

p

Iterative solut i ons were obtained for WA

given a certain amount of
p

These values of WA

~ater.

th en became the optimal amount of water
p

to be appl ied given that an amount WT is available.
~ugged

~ater

in equations (43) and (44) to obtain

for vegetative (W 0 v) and maturation (W
AJ

= 4. 74-2>- 2 1nWA

Wv

WA
>-

w;-3

and

W were then
op

optimal amount of
om

) stages respectively.
. . . . . . . . . . (43)

p

= 4.74-2>- zlnWA
0

--;-;-\
•J - - - " -

. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . (44)

AP

m

For $ va lu es, eq ua tions (33) and (34) were solved to obtai n

•

>-

I

loA

m

I3wp,-v

. . . . (45)

lab l e 1 shows opt i ma l allocation of water per given stage of growth ,
shadow pr i ce$ and yield.

TABLE 1
OPTIMAL /\LLOCATJON OF HATER SHOvJ!NG CORRESPOND I NG YIELD
AN D SHADD\< PRICE FOR VIATER IN THE PRODUCTION OF GRAIN

Pdo:l

Wat er at
Vegetati ve
stage (\<vl
1n mm

via ter at
Pollinati on
sta~e O<p)
1n mm

\·la t er in
Maturat i on
stage (\·JM)
in mm

Total Amount
of vlate r Used
(viT) during
1 n mm

Gra in Yield
(YG) in
Tons

141 . 04

157.28

131 . 68

430

7. 26

1

149 .77

160 . 39

139 .84

450

7.65

1

154.16

161. 88

143.96

460

7.85

l

167 . 51

166.1 0

156.39

490

8 . 42

l

181 .02

169 .99

168 . 99

520

8 .98

194 . 65

173 . 59

181.76

550

9.54

208.44

176 . 92

194 . 64

580

10.09

222 . 35

180. 01

207. 64

610

10 . 64

Shodo.,
for Hater ( ~ )
in Gr01·1i ng
Gra i n
- -·--

-

··-

j

I

1

I

1

I

lI
I

I

l
l
w
0
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Effects of Increasing Water on
Production
All results confirm the importance of the pollination stage for
grain yie ld and vegetative stage for dry matter yield.

This result

indicates where irri gation management emphasis should be placed.

Phy-

sical conditions are such that producers can only approach potenti a l
yield.

Thus, rate of production due to increase in water applied is

a product of a proport ionali ty variable and potential yield.
. . . (46)

K yp . . . . . . . . . . . .
where
Ri = Increa se in water applied
K = Proportionality variable dep ending on ET, a fraction
Yp =Potentia l yield

For optimal solution during the growing season, amount of ETA
was highest during pollination stage.

Thus emphasis should be on

pollination stage.
Determining Returns to Scale
Next we show the returns to scale associated with the Cobb-Douglas
347
574
production functions: YG = .970W~
w~ 330 and ydm = .950W~ 394

w·p343 w-m269.

wp
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3

To ascerta i n if

>

E Ai 7 1 i s increasing, decreasing or consta nt
i=l
3

returns to sca l e we need to find

E Ai s ignificant or not sig nifi cant
i=l

t - statistically.
To do t hi s, the following hypothesis i s r equi red
HO:

EA i

HA:

EA i

>

1

Test i ng this linear comb i nation of the A coefficients would
fall ow
w - 1'o

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (47)

l/w's 2 (x 1x) -1w
where W= fixed weight (unit) vector; A = Lea s t Square Estimator; w
0
Unity (1); and s2 (x 1xr 1 =Estimated coefficient of variance-covariance matr i x.
So lving, one gets
1. 451 -1
-v3.472

X

=7.598

10- 3

Following the t-statisti c form of ana l ysis emp l oyed earlier, we
find 7.598

>

2.326, which is t he book value fort at 1 percent l eve l

of signif icance.

This result ca ll s for a rejection of the null

hypothesis s tated as H0 : EA i = 1. Co nseque nt ly for grain yi eld,
we accept the alternate hypothesis stated as HA: EA i > 1. Th er efo r e
we conc l ude that th e production funct i on s t ated exh ibi ts increasi ng
returns to scale .

Furthermore , the major contributor to increas ing

returns i s water applied duri ng the po l lination stage when co nsiderin g
3

grain yi eld.

Si nc e E A·
i=l l

>

1, as the amount of water app li ed is in-

creased, its util izat ion also inc reases .

The yield starts by incr eas ing
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at an increasing rate.

With further increa ses in water application,

the rate of increase declines.

From our analysis, grain yield increase

wi ll come through pollination stage relatively more when compared to
the other two stages.
The same procedure can be used for dry matter .

It too has

3
I

'i

>

1.

But, the t value is 0.168.

Since 0.168

>

2.326 we cannot

i=l
reject the null hypothesis H0 :

A.

1

1.

Thus for dry matter, the

production function may yield constant returns to scale.
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CHAPTER VI I
JUSTIFICATION FOR APPLYING PROCEDURE
TO FARM OPERATIONS
Assumptions
The contro lled experiment assumed initial capital, labor and
fertilizer used as factor inputs for determining the production
function to be proportionally fixed per unit area, and in this
section the same assumption holds also.
Assume the inputs capita l, labor and fertilizer used during
the growing season to be in fixed proportions per unit area as was
the case wHh the controlled experiment.

These two assumptions

1~il1

be proved using an econometric approach.
We are able to hold fertilizer, capital and labor constant and
statistically account for the value TAt in the constant term C.
the production function can be written as Y = cw vAv ~Ap
~Am
p
m

Thus
. . (48)

Topics of Analysis
More data v1as obtai ned from farmers.

The data obtai ned from

farmers was added to the initial controlled experiment data and are gression was run to see if:
(a)

There will be any structural change in the equation.

(b)

There will be no structural change, but only an intercept
change.

(c)

There will be any change in both slope and intercept.

The equation in log linear form is logY
log wp + m log wm.

=

log C + Av log wv + Ap

If there is no structural change, the re gress ion
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which will inclu de sampl e from farm ers should give
+ A p 1og w
+ Am 1og w
. . . . . (49)
1og Y = 1og C' + A v 1og w
v
p
m
The coefficients and the constant terms may not be i dentica l because
of intertempora l random samp l e vari at i on.
Analysis Procedure
The question whether additional sample can be considered to
come from the same samp l e popu l ation wou l d be tested using an econo metric hypothes i s set up.

The hypothesis being that them additiona l

observations obey the same r elation as the controlled experiment data.

where
F signify F-test (k+l, N-k-1)
SSRP

Sum of square res idual of pooled data (n+m), 32.832.

SSRO

Sum of square res idual of l ab data (n), 32.663.

k
n

degr ee of freedom of all variables except constant
terms ( 6).
=

493.

m =

11.

F

From sta nd ard F tables, for F (7,486) at 5 percent si gnificanc e level
one obtains 2. 01.

Since 0.229

<

2. 01, we accept the hypothesis that

the last 11 observations came from the same sample popu l ation.
the mode l i s stable.
F

=

0.606, .606

<

Thus

Sim i lar calculat i on for dry matter yie l ded

2.01, again implying that the mode l is stable.

The F test is a quantitative tes t, i t says the equation as a
unit i s stab l e.

Qual i tative ly , it can be determ i ned if the consta nt
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term and the coeffi ci ents assoc i ated to dummy variabl es have changed .
Wi t hout a s t ructu r al t est , aver ag ing af fect may hid e pa r ame t er di f f ere nces.
Resu l t of Analys i s
A Chow test wi ll be used on t he equat i on transformed to sh01v
dummy var i ab l es.

Thus eq uation (49) wi th dummy va ri ab l es incl uded

becomes
l og Y

log C + DC + >- v log Wv + Dov log OWv + >.p l og Wp + Dop
l og OWP + >-m l og Wm + Dam l og Ol\f111

•••

(50)

Assigning D=l for observat i ons co ll ected from the controlled ex periment and D=O for the eleven observation s obtained from farmers,
the followin g results in log linear form were obtained.
Log YGrain = -0.342 + 0.310 - 0.95 7 l og 1\fv + 1 .304 log (OR)
( - 1.898)* (1.662)* (-0.683)*

(0.93 1 )*

-0. 133 log WP + 0 . 707 l og (DWP)
(-0. 177)*
(0 . 942)*
0.859 l og wm
( 0.43 1 )*

0. 529 1og ( owm)
( - 0 . 265 )*

. . . . (5 1 )

where DWv, DWP, DWm shows variables whose coefficients were computed
using dummy variables .
First test to see i f i ntercept and coefficients of equation (49)
in l og- l inear form are t he same as t hose deri ved usi ng dummy va ri ab l es.
Since coeffic i ents assoc i ated wi th dummy variab l es are signif i cant ,
v1e take the su11e of coeff i cients assoc i ated to i nter cept and phenolo gi ca l stages to de t ermine in te r cep t and sl ope , i. e . for in te r cep t we
will have -0 . 342 + 0.3 10 = - 0 . 032 ; for coeff i ci ent ass oc i ated wi t h
vegetat i ve stage we wi l l have - 0.957 + 1 .304 = 0.347.

Simil ar ly for
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pollination and maturation stages one gets 0.57 4 and 0.330 resp ec tively.
Thus it can be conc l uded that for gra in, the eleven new obs erv ations
come from the same sample population.

Therefore, one can transfer the

re su lts of the controlled experi men t to the farm.

Simi l arily, if we

assign D = 0 for observations co l l ected from the control l ed experiment
and D = l for the eleven observations obtained from farmers, the same
conclusion will be reached, that all data are from the same sample
popu l ati on .
Usi ng the same procedure for dry matter , the conc l us i on reached
for gra i n

\~ ill

be the same conclus1on reached for dry matter, t hat all

data ar e from the same sample population.
log YGroi n = -0. 033 - 0.310 + 0 . 347 l og Bv - 1.304 log Dnv
(- i .654)* (-1. 662)* (5.886)

(-0.930)*

+ 0.574 l og WP - 0 . 707 l og DWP
( 12 . 092 )
+ 0 . 330

(0.942)*

log wm + 0.529 l og owm

( 9.97 1)

(0.265)*

(50)

* shows that the t static in pare nthes i s is sign i ficant at 5
percent significance l eve l .
The Cobb-Douglas production function precludes full ut ili zatio n
of l and resources under certain conditions.

We therefore tried other

forms of production fu nction li ke the Quadratic and the Cub i c function s .
The se are power or polynom i al fun ctions with diminish i ng marg i na l returns fo r each facto r i nput.

Both Quadratic and Cub i c f un ctions take

into account interaction between inputs.

Two others that were tr i ed

1-1ere t he squa re root f unction and the tra nscedental pr oducti on functio ns.
The Square Root fu ncti on i s a compromise between t he Quadra t ic and th e
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Cobb-Douglas production functions.

This function also takes into

account interaction between factor inputs:

A Transced ental production

function combines characteristics of the power and exponential functions.

The Transcedental power function also assumes input factors

are limitational.

It has the major disadvantage that solutions can

only be ascertained by iterative procedures.
Thus, even though at times reference is made to the Cobb-Douglas
production function, the tables, diagrams, results, discussion and
conclusion are based on the Translog production function.

The reference

to the Cobb-Douglas production function is necessary in this study to
indirectly contrast the two production functions.
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CHAPTER VIII
POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF ADAPTING
TO PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY
Since it has been shown that the technology is transferable to
the farm, our attention is turned to irrigating by stage of growth
and obtaining the derived demand for water.

We shall al so shoYI

possibl e economic reasons why farmers have not adopted the proposed
technology.
Relative to current practices, water allocation based on phenology produced higher yield.
wi de ly accepted.

Yet the proposed technology has not been

Are there other economic principles that can show

r eas ons why farmers hav e not adapted to this new technology?

What

are th e benefits if any in adapting the proposed technology?

How

ca n the transition be made?

First invest igate the demand and supply

characteri s tics of the in put, wate r .
Derived Dema nd for Water
To obtain the der ived demand equation for a given stage WA ,
v
WA, WA , a sol uti on ha s to be obtained for equation (27), but now
p
m
price of water wil l be included as an argument in the objective
func tion. i.e.
Minimize

E W.P.
i ,j 1 J

Subject to f(w) - Y*
Where Y* is our actual production function.

L=

. . (51)

The Lagrangian is
. . (52)
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where C = 0.936, \ 1 = 0.377, s' = 2.429, \ 2

0. 427 and \ 3 = 0.352

and '!' = 4.74
aL

arrAv

P1 - ~ [C \ 1 W~ 1 -l 11 B ~ \2 lnWAp
v
P

W~3 J

0 . . . . . . . . . . . . (53)

m

aL
aWA
p

(54)
aL
aWA

(55)

m

~~

=

cw~~ w~- \2 lnWAP w~~-

Y* =

o .................

(56)

Equations (53) to (55) can be rewritten as
C\ 1w\ 1-l
P.v

wB:. \ 2 lni4P ,1\ 3 = P ~ -l
p
Am

1

. ....

(57)

CW~~[C( '¥-2 \z lnl\) w2:l- \z lnWAp (Wp ~:. Az lnWAp)- 1 ] WA~ = p2 ~ - 1 . (58)
C\ W\ 1 wil- \ 2 1nWP
3 Av p

W\ 3 -1

(59)

Am

and s '= 2.429
Equati ng equati ons (57) and (58) yi elded the equilibrium result of
PlWA

v

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (60)*

Simila rl y equa t ions (57) and (59) yielded th e second equilibrium result
of
PlWAv= P3WAm. . . . . . . . . . . . (61 )*
A1

\ 3

and equations (58) and (59) yielded the third equilibrium result of
. . . . . . . . . . . (62)*
*See appendix F for derivation
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Thus marginal conditi ons demand that
I·JA p3

m

• • • • . • • • • • • . . . • • (63)

\3

Solving the production func t i on and the marg i na l product i vity cond i tions
as set in equation (63) would l ead to derived demand for the three
stages of growth.

General form of our production function is:
. . (64)

and from equation (64) so l ve for
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 65)
(66)
(67)

Combining equatio ns (63) and (65) to (67) yie ld ed the fol l owing derived
demand curves.

. . . . . . (69)**
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p- >- 1 -s+\ 2 lnWA \\ 1 - >. 1
3
3
p

-c-.,-,-----,-i-l~.--c-c----1 +>. 3 +S"- >- 2 lnWAp

J\

(**See Appendix G for derivation.)

Figure

demand curves for water at a given stage.

. . . . . . . . . . (70)**

depicts the derived

t·lr

wj

\

wJ \wP
"

""'"
~
0

0

·9

0
Cl)

1'-

~

.!:

· 8~

...

I

Wv+ wp + wm

1\

~
0

~

-.,

·7

0

.!:?

0:

·6

·SL-----~~--~----~~--~~----~----~----~----~~~--~--

0

10

w 2.01n

Centimeters

30

40

Fig. 2. Groin's derived demand curve for the three stages of growth and the ir horizontal
summat ion.

.;o.
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Effect of a Price Change on Demand
The assumpt io n that the price of water remain the same throughout
the irri gat ion season is true on ly if farmers do not construct ponds.
Once a pond is constructed, other i ndirect cost must affect the stages
for which the pond was constructed.

The opportunity cost of water

calculated as the cost of evaporated water during pollination stage
will be added to price of water during pollination stage.
A third of water during pollination stage, VP, is the relevant
quantity to be considered for evapo ration.
not all evapo rate.

Acco rding to research, as much as a quarter of the

one third will evaporate.
stage becomes Pp +

The one third of VP does

~-

Thus the cost of water during pollination

To make arithmetic easier , use price of 1vater

12

during po llination stage as Pp +

~-

For the three stages, price of

10

water will be Pv for vegetative stage, Pp for po lli nation stage and Pm
for maturation stage.

Now Pv

=

Pm and Pp

>

Pv by Pv.

Taking a range

TO
of prices, a derived demand schedule will be made for each product ivity
level, taking into account the price differentia l during pollination
stage.
With price differentiation during stages of growth, there is a
reduction in qu antity of water demanded during pollination stage be cuase, water price at pollination stage is a tenth higher than water
price at the other t1vo stages.

~lhen

price of water was the same

throughout the growing season, about 428 mm of water was optimally
used and the demand \vas 197 mm for vegetative stage , 164 mm for polli nation stage and 67 mm for maturation stage.

Hhen a 10 percent
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pri ce difference (from 50¢ to 55¢) during pollination stage is taken
into account, the all ocative demand becomes 202 mm of water for vegeta tive stage, 150 mm of water for po llinati on stage and 70 mm of
water for maturation stage .

Pric e differentiation caused an increase

of 5 mm of water during vegetative stage , a de crease of 4 mm of water
durin g pollination stage and an incr ease of 3 mm of water during matur at ion stage . The increase repre se nt 2 perce nt increase for vegetative
stage and for maturation stage a 5 percent increase.

Pollination stage

s howed a decrease of 3 percent.
Cost Function
Proposing a new technology i s only half the prob l em .

The oth er

half dea l s with wha t costs are involved in adapting such a new technol ogy.

Fir st determine cost r el at ionships.

So lving Wi, the derived

dema nd equations with the cost equat i on yields a cost relationship
of
C = P1WA + P2vJA + P3vJA
. . . . . .
. . (71)
v
.p
m
where WA, WA and WArn are defined as in equat i on (68), (69) , and
v

p

(70) r espective l y.
Margina l Cost Functions
Marginal cost was derived using equation (71), and MC cu rves
are infin i te l y el ast ic.

Since we hav e assumed both in put and outpu t

markets to be perfec tl y competitive, t hen MCi =Pi.

This marg inal

co st conform to that defined in textbooks as MC = aTC/ aQ.
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CHAPTER IX
PROFIT AND LOSS
Adapting the proposed production function has some implications.
First compare yields of:
(a) A production using the newly derived production function, and
(b) A production as practiced by farmers today.

In the experiment,

phenological studies were based on three stages, with each stage having
a defined number of days.

Calculations for yield will be made on the

basi s of even water applications through the life of the crop, taking
note of numb er of days in a given stage.

While for the new method,

optimal allocation of water will be used to determine yield.

Table 2

shows hig her yield from corn associated to opti ma lly allocated water
according to res earch findings.
is 580 mm of water.

Average amount used in the valley

"Average" is based on amount of ET observed in

corn growing by farmers.

At 580 mm, there is a difference of 1.20 tons

per hectare between the two methods being compared.
At 1978 market price of corn $2.47/bushel, and assuming the same
cost for the two methods, a farmer using traditional method of irrigating will be loosing $106 per hectare.

Figure 3 compares revenue

from the two methods used in irrigation.

If the profit is as shown,

why have farmers not adopted a system as the one proposed here?
Given the present institutional set up, additional structures
will be required to cater for peak demand during pollination stage.
If farmers construct small holding ponds and other attaining structures,
there may or may not be profit.

Of course pond construction is the

TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF REVENUE FROM TRADITIONAL
AND OPTII~ALL Y ALLOCATED WATER

(Gr~in)

Corn Yield
Using
Optimal
Allocation
YG in Tons

Revenue of
Corn from
Optimally
Allocated via ter
Py, Y, R in $

Corn Yield
No Optimal
Allocation
of 1·1a ter
Yn in Tons

Revenue of
Corn from Non
Optimal Alloca tion of water
PYn ' Yn R2

Net Revenue
Rl - R2
$

430

88

7.26

640

5.6

493

147

450

88

7 .65

674

6.04

532

142

460

88

7.85

691

6.26

550

141

490

88

8.42

741

6.92

609

132

520

88

8.98

791

7.59

668

123

Total
vJater
\1T

Price of
Corn
p

....,
""'

~,

0

72

><

.,

"'0
0

~'2.

64

0

CD
1'--

~
c:

56

Q)

:J

c:

Q)

>

Q)

a::

W

R = Revenue
1
R = Revenue
2

Fig. 3.
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Using

Optimally

Using

Current

Revenue
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Centimeters

Allocated

Water

Practices

comparison for Rl and

R2.
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high cost limiting case.
necessary.

There may be cases where a pond may not be

Additional costs have to be ca lcul ated and the new costs

are to be added to one computed earlier.

If cost of water is ass umed

constant throughout a growing season, then imputed cost would make P2
increase such that the new cost would be higher than the first one.
Thus, c1 > C and the corresponding margina l cost curves would maintain
the ordering

ac 1

~1

>

ac .
aP.

1

Cost Associated with Building a
Pond
To so l ve for cost assoc i ated with pond bui lding, the following
are costs explicitly considered.
Pond cost*.

Pond cost is that cost incurred for earthwork in

constructing the pond.

Farm size will affect pond size.

The larger

the farm, the larger the volu me of water to be held in the pond and
the larger should the pond size be.

Volume of pond in cubic meters

i s divided by amount charged per cubic meter to obtain the relevant
earth vo lu me (REV) cost .

See Figure 4.

Cost due to evaporation loss*.
factor.

Evaporation los s is a critical

Extensive studies on open water evaporation made by Dr.

Trev or Hughes, Mr. Arlo Richardson and Mr . James Franchiewicz (13)
shows that Logan looses about 0.69 m (27 in.) of water to evaporation.
This works out to be 0.25 of 2.74 m (9ft.), which is the depth recommended by Soil Conservation Service in building small ponds.
Evaporation loss is multiplied by cost of water per volume to obtain
cost due to evaporation loss.
*See Appendix G for detail cost calculation.
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Earth

volume

0 ·1

-<1>I

in hectare

meter

0 ·3

0·2

04

0 5

4

0
0
0

c:

-"'
-

3

( /)

0

c:

0

c
>
c

2

0

)(

Q)

c

0

~

0 oL---~--~~--~--~2--~--~3----~--4L-----~5

Exc ava tio n

volume

in

1000

cubic

meters

Example :
3
Excavation volume= 0 ·2 Hectare meter(2000 M )
50¢ per cubic meter
Unit excavation cost
Total excavation

Fig. 4.

Excavation

cost

cost = $ 1000 · 00

in

dollars

per

cubic meter
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Opportunity cost of land and management*.
land taken off from producing other crops.

Ponds are built on

Dr. Lynn Davis et. al. (3)

have made recommendations on what net returns to land and management
can be.

The net returns to land and management is based on land class

and crop type .

Opportunity cost is l abeled OC.

Pump cost (PPC).
or lateral is 2. 5 cfs.

The average stream size of farmers' head ditch
A pump powerful enough to deliver 2.5 cfs costs

$324 (in 1978 dollars), a quoting from a local retail store in Logan.
Thus, costs associated with building a pond are stated in equation
form as PC

=

REV + EL + OC + PPC.

The cost per hectare was calcu l ated,

linear extrapol ation was made for any area greater than one hectare.
Capita l Recovery Factor and
Yearly Payment
The capital re qu ired for building a new pond will be borrowed
and the Farmers' Home Administration (FHA) in 1978 l oaned at an interest
rate of 8 l/2 percent .

Depending on the life, n, of the pond, a

capital recovery factor, CRF, was computed using exact equation as
shmvn by Grand and Iresen (8).

CRF

=

i
( l + i) n_l

of the structu re, 25 and 50 years were used.
determine yearly payment.

See Table 3.

+ i.

For n, the life

The CRF was used to

Whi l e figures 6 and 7 show

unit excavation cost given different field capacity.
From revenue earned in growing corn, a farmer makes his yearly
payments as shown in Table 3.

The payments depend on capita l borrowed

to finance the capita l investment as we ll as the interest rate charged
on that amount borrowed.

After considering additiona l costs, it has to

be determined if adopt ing corn production based phenology i s profitable.
*See appendix G for detail cost calcu l ation.

TABLE 3
YEARLY PAYHENTS IN DOLLARS FOR DI FFE RENT SO IL TYP ES AT VARYI NG
EXCAVATION COSTS GIVEN AN INTERFST RATF ANn I IFF SPAN n F PROJ[ CT

Capital

RelevantEarthVolul'le (ii.EV) in
Cents per cubl ic Meter~ {In
FCO

0.145

0.15

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

2780

0.20

0.20

I

I

I

115
1102)

142
(125)

163
(144 )

200
11771

I

\735

I

2128

I

8 1/Z

I

0.097712
(0.08646)

120
{106)

147
(130)

170
{ISO)

208
(184)

I

1304

I

1599

I

1845

I

2264

I

81/2

I

0.097712
(0.08645 )

127
(113)

156
(138)

180
(160)

221
( 196)

I

I

1474

I

1807

I

2085

I

2558

I

8 1/2

I

0.097712
(0.08645)

144
(127)

177
(156)

204
(1 80)

250
112\)

IJOB O

I

1633

0.097712
(0.0864 5)

160
(1 41 )

196
( 173)

226
1200)

1245)

2780

I

I

0.0977 12
(0.08646)

\50<1

2460

0.18

81/2

I

2313

0.16

Yeilrly p.:lyment in $

For 25 years {Fo r 50 years
in pa re nthesis)

1226

2227

0 . 15

'

92(70)

2310

200 2

13080

8 i/2

21'134

I

Relevant Earth Volume Cos t
plus water cost, plus pump
and opportunity cost
0 .14 5

yean in pa renthesis)
CRF

I

2460

I

I

~ecovery

25years ( For SO

Rate in
percent

180~1671!2049

2313

0. 16

0.18

53(40)

I

222 7

cubic yard)
6S(SO)
71(60)

F<~ctorGnFfor

Interest

parenthesis in cents per

Field Capacity Depleted FCO ir
Cubic Meters
0 .145
0.15 1 0 . 1 5 H 0.20

277

1507

1794

2017

2395

8 i/2

0.0977 12
(0.08646 )

147
( 130)

175
1155)

197
I 1741

234
I 207)

1572

1850

2080

2473

81/2

0.097712
(0.08646)

154
(136)

181
I 1501

203
(180)

242
(214)

1651

1945

2191

2510

81/2

0.0977 12
(().08646)

161
I14J)

190
1168)

114
1189)

255
1126)

1822

2154

2~32

2905

81/2

0.097712
(0.086116)

178
(158)

21 0
1186)

238
(110)

284
(251)

1 1980

1 2351

0.097712
(0.08646}

193
{171)

230
(203)

260
1230)

314
(278)

I

2658

I

3212

I

81/2

I

---~

-

<n
N
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Net Profit or Net Los s?
To find out if it is profitable or not, revenue from adopting the
new technology minus costs incurred due to constructing a pond wi ll be
compared to revenue earned from corn production using traditional
methods.

Table 4 shows the profit possible.

Using 1978 corn grain

prices, net revenue is shown as RR 1 .
With additiona l costs, farmers having a soi l with field capacity
of 29 percent by volume which implies a refillable soil water volume
of 14.5 percent of f i eld capacity wi ll make profit only if pond construction costs are l ess than 75 cents per cubic meter (60 cents per
cubic yard).

From pl anting to harvesting, corn uses an average of

580 mn of water as ETA.

At 580 mm of water, a loss of $14 per hectare

is achievable on _a 25 year loan at 8 1/2 percent interest rate.

And

profit of $1 per hectare is achievable on a 50 year loan at 8 1/2
percent interest rate.

At 430 mm of water a profit of $29 at 8 1/2

percent for 25 years is achievable, while for 50 years $43 is achievable.
Excavation costs obtained from the Bureau of Reclamation ranged
from 53 ¢ to $3.98 per cubic meter (40¢ to $3.00 per cubic yard ) .

A

farmer with difficu lt terrain and a topography on which it is difficult to have construction may find the cost of pond construction prohibitive.

If the pond site is subject to leakage, the cost of linin g

a pond may make adoption of the proposed techno logy unprofitable.
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TABLE 4
NET PROFIT (LOSS) DUE TO OPTH\AL \·lATER ALLOCATION
AT VARYING EXCAVATION COSTS USING 15 PERCENT
FIELD CAPACITY DEP LETED . BEGINNING AT 53¢
PER CUBIC METER (40¢ PER CUBIC YARD)

RevPntJP

Price of

Corn Yield

Corn Per

P{n t~n

Total

from Opt .

(grain)

Water
W-r

Allocation
of water YG

88

430

7.26

88

450

7.65

88

460

7.85

Revenue
from Opt .

Allocated

Corn Yield
o f Non Opt .

from ,'lon
Opt. Allo-

Allocated

cation of

Water in $
Py·YG-RJ

Water
YuG

Water in S

640

5.604

493

674

6.04

691

6.26

Net Revenue
RJ-CFRzs
{RJ- CRFso)

Profit
(loss)
RRJ-R2

Pcofit
(loss)

25 years

RRJ-Rz
SO years

522(535)

29

43

5J2

556(570)

24

38

550

573(587)

23

J7

14

28

Py·YNG"'R2

I

RR1

88

490

8.42

741

6. 92

609

623(637)

88

520

8.98

791

7 . 59

668

673(687)

19

88

43 0

7.26

<40

5.604

493

496(5 13)

34

88

450

7.65

674

6.04

5J2

530(547)

-2

15

88

460

7.85

691

6.26

550

547(564)

-3

14

"'

597(614)

-12

668

647(664)

-21

474( 493)

- 19

At 65(' per cubic meter (60C pe r cubic yard)

8e

490

8 . 42

741

~--~---+----~------r-----~------+------r----r---~
88

510

8.89

88

430

7.26

791

7.59

-4

At 75c per cubic meter (60c per cubic ya r d)
640

5 . 604

493

6.04

5J2

508(527)

-24

-5

550

525(544)

-25

_,

83

450

7.65

"'

88

460

7 .85

691

6.26

r---------r-----~------·r-----~~----~------~----r---~
88

490

8. 42

741

6.92

609

575(594 )

-34

-15

r------f----~----~------·~----~------1------~----~--~
83

520

8.89

791

7.59

668

625(644)

-43
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CHAPTER X
POSS IBLE PROBLEMS WITH PROPOSED TECHNOLOGY
Pos sibl e Reasons for not Adapting
to the Proposed Technology
Apart from possib le cost increases on bui l ding ponds and other
structu r es it can be reasoned that f armers have not ada pted the proposed technology for several other rea so ns.

It is not because of an

absence of ra t ional behaviour on the part of farmers, rather, i t is
because of a comb inatio n of several rea so ns which may include :
( 1) Farmers may incurr iosses if prese nt irrigation institutions

are maintained
(2) Inst itutional restraints
(3) Even if farmers desire t o adapt , there will be problems if
correct information i s not availabl e
(4) Opportunity cost of l earnin g the new techno logy
(5) With modern technolog i cal change on input of the production
function, the educated f armers adapt easier, while th e l ess
educated find avai l able i nformat i on more diffi cu lt t o decode.
In th eir attempt to decode, farmers incur "additional costs",
which acts as a barrier in adap ting the new t ec hnolo gy
(6) Adjustme nt lag in the availabi lity and adoption of the tech nique indicates that when new technology is avai l able, its
adoption takes ti me because of adjustme nt lag
On the profit incenti ve th eory , a case can be made as to 1·1 hy
farmers have not readil y adapted to the proposed technology.
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Institutional restraints remain the most powerful barrier to adapting
the proposed technology.

Irrigators are assigned a certain amount of

water depending on their shares in the irrigation company.

The amount

mentioned also comes only once a week, on a preassigned day.

The

climate and the crops behave independent of any pre-arranged schedule.
Thus a farmer willing to raise a certain crop differently, may find
it impossible because of pre-arranged methods and procedures.
Within the framework of institutional restraint is legal restraint.
The problem of who has water rights and when water rights can be sold
is rather complicated, farme1·s t1·y to avoid costs, including opportunity
cost.

The time it takes to go through legal hassles is better spent

doing an agricultural operation.
Limits on capital is also a retardant to adapting the new technology.

Only the Farmers' Home Administration loan at a low interest

rate of 8 l/2 percent.
to 18

percent~

Most commercial banks loan at between 12 l/2

At such interest rate, building a pond to take care of

peak demand for optimum production would only l ead to the farm er incurring l osses at 1978 prices.

Indeed, a crop on a soil that leads

to a refillable soil water volume of 25 percent of field capacity
will lead to losses at 1978 prices, even given FHA's low interest rate.
Thus the proposed technology can be more beneficial if present irrigation institutions can be modified to relax some of the institutional
restraints.
In 1978 irrigation season, any profit from sale of irrigation
water or from the use of it, is acrued to owners of shares in the
irrigation company.

If for example water rights can be easily sold,

farmers may find one more incentive to adopt the proposed technology.
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Socia l Welfare Imp l ications
The i dea behind the decis i on to do research i s t o t i e resea rch
f i ndings to po li cy imp l icatio ns.

The imp l icatio n of such po li cy s hou l d

be cl early stated wi th respect to the society in ge nera l and those
cl osely involved in growi ng corn.

This demands that soc i al gain (loss) ·

and private gai n (l oss) have to be ana lyzed.

It ca n be prove n t hat

the adoption of the new t echno l ogy in co r n produ ct ion may be prof i t ab l e and a change may be effected on corn producers .
The main vehicle of change wil l be the prof i t mot i ve.

The change

can be acce l erated by use of extens i on serv i ce whi ch is expected to
reduce the cost of seeking informati on.
Specific attent i on wi l l be focussed on poss i ble benefits (l osses)
(l) If the proposed technology is adopted
(2) Is there a better way of co l lecting data or are there other
approaches that ca n further shed l ight on the pheno l ogical
approach to i rrigating corn .
The soc ial we l fare imp l ication of adapti ng or not adapting the
proposed technology i nclude we l fare loss if most farmers have an output less than 9 tons per hectare.

Depending on dema nd for corn and

corn products, farmers may make a $25 profit per hectare i f excavation costs are 53¢ per cubic meter.

And wi th any i ncrease i n exca -

vation costs, the profit marg i n will dw i nd l e.

Phenol ogy approach to

growing corn wi ll have the effect of i ncreas ing sup pl y f r om S0 to

s1

shown i n Figure 5, and t he price of cor n will drop fr om P~ toP~
A measure of we lfare change is shown by an eq ui va l ent var i at i on or
the amount of mo ney t hat ca n be take n away f rom a con sumer and stil l
l eave the consumer at t he same ut ili ty l evel .

Due to drop in pri ce
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of corn, and assuming other prices remain constant, the society is
made better off by the amount.

C(P~,

PAOG'Uo) -

C(P~,

. . . (72)

PAOG'Uo) . . . .

where C represents corn consumption as a function of price of corn Pc
and price of all other goods (PAOG) and a gi ven utility function that
stays constant.

In a more recognizab l e f orm, equ i va l ent variat i on is

given by the area represented by

pg

w=

J

pl
c

ac

ai'

( o

pc'

PAOG'U

0

o) dp

0

••.•••••••••.••

(73)

In this case, change i n consumer surplus is given by P~GP~ - P~BP~
Pc0 BGP c1 .

Producer surpl us defined by the area Pel x Qc1

=

OP c1GQ c1 and due

to change in price of corn, the change in producer surplus is given
by P~BQ~O - P~GQ~O.

Resources used in corn production or cost of corn
1

1

production is given by OPcGQc.
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CHAPTER XI
MANAGEr1ENT RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
t1anagement Recommendations
Irrigation practices used by farmer s ge nerally follow "rule of
thu mb" decision mak ing for frequency and amount of water applied.

Many

follow the practice of runnin g the water to the end of the row every
two weeks without concern for infiltration rates, l engths of row or
other determinants of the amount of water applied.

Such practices

could hardly be expected to achieve optimal wate r application practices in amounts or t i ming.
For grain production we found that the optimal allocation of water
would give the vegetative stage highest ETA value.

ETA was 0.461 of

total ETA for vegetative stage, 0.383 of total ETA for pollination
stage and 0.156 of total ETA for maturat i on stage.

(This means 46.1

percent, 38.3 percent, and 15.6 pe rcent of the water applied in the
respective stages.)

Thus, the pollination stage needs 38 percent of

total ETA in a 26 day period as compared to vegetative stage needing
46 percent in a 63 day period and maturation stage needing 16 percent
in a 43 day period.
The relevant question for management is how to optimally allocate
ETA.

A transfer of units of water from one stage to another i s an

attempt to change the unequal marginal physica l product of water during
the three stages.

By transferring units of ETA (input) from the l ess

efficient stages to those established as the most eff i cient, a farmer
can approach an optima l al l ocation of water.
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Possib le alternatives for a farmer to emp loy are:
l) Varying irrigation frequency i s the key to obta ini ng opt imal
yield .

For examp l e, a farmer should vary the number of days between

irrigations so as to get the 38 percent of tota l ETA in a 26 day irrigation period dur i ng the pollination stage
2) The schedu l e in terms of amount of water and irrigation
frequency shou ld all ow for important character i stics such as so il,
land slope, and so on
3) On some types of so il s, it may be better to vary duration of
irrigation while maintaining the same number of days between i r ri gati ons
4) Rega rdl ess of irri ga tion frequency, irrigating above field
capacity at any given irrigation would waste wate1·.

If the irri gation

schedules ca lls for irrigating when moisture content i s down to a
desired f i el d capacity fraction, irrig ation should not be delayed
5) Transferring irrigation water to another stage at a particu l ar
time can sa ve water and labor cost.

Suc h ma nag ement would increase

yield if the water was shifted from a l ower utilizat i on stage to a
higher one.

Eli mina ting waste will reduce costs

6) To design a pond, so il type and fie1d capacity associated
with soi l type must be known
7) I nterest rates are critical in adapt ing to the proposed technolo gy .

For examp l e interest rate of l 0 percent or more i nev itab ly

wi ll l ead to l osses given the 1978 market price of corn at $4.40 per
100 pounds of corn (c l ose to $2.54 per bushel)
8) When assumpt ion of pr i ce equa li ty dur ing the three stages of
growth is relaxed, results show that water all ocated to pol li nation
stage is decreased by 3 percent where as in the other two stages,
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derive demand for water is increased by 2 percent at vegetative stage
and 5 percent at maturation stage
9) Effect of price differential on marginal cost is that less
water is bought from the initial quantity used during pollination
stage when the price was lower
10) The higher the marginal cost of water, the more water that
is forth coming from suppliers.
Conclusion
Phenologically timed irrigation of corn can lead to profits
provided certain conditions as exp l ained in the study are observed.
For a given soil, field capacity is reached only after a certain
quantity of water has been appl ied at a suitable intake rate.

It

would be wasteful to exceed field capacity.
One way to enhance yie ld s is to be sure the plant does not go
through stress.

This can be done by increasing the irrigation fre-

quency, reducing the time period between any two consecutive irrigation, or by increasing the amount per irrigation.

This is a prac-

tical management option to be decided on the basis of r elative costs
and physical factors.
Care must be taken during vegetative and pollination stages.
The data show that the lev el of water applied at a particular stage
of growth can affect yield.

More research is necessary to ascertain

precisely which stage of growth is more important when using the
Translog function.
From what was learned the results obtained fro m the research
are applicable on the farm.

Thus adoption of the proposed technology
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must be done if and only if costs of adopting the new technology
have been considered .

Prof its are possible and as explained ear li er

the soc i ety welfare is bettered due to an incr ease in consumer surp l us.
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APPENDIX A
FARMERS' QUESTIONNAIRE AND AN
IMPROVED QUESTIONNAIRE
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Farmers' Questionnaire
Name of Farmer:
Area planted under corn:
Corn yie ld per acre:
Type of irrigation used:
How much water was applied at each irrigation:
Total v1ater used to grow corn:
Price of water per acre foot:
Price of corn per bushel (the year corn 1•as sold):
Amount of gasoline used :
Amount of hours put in by labor:
Hm• many hours spent in moving
a) Pipes:
b) Opening gates for water:
c) Siphons:
How many days did corn take before harvesting:
Number of days between irrigation:
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Suggested Improved Questionnaire For Farmers
Name of farmer:
Address:
Acres planted to corn:
Ton of silage per acre:
Bushel of grain per acre:
Hov1 many second feet did your canal carry to co rn field?:
How many streams did your canal carry to corn field?:
Type of irri gat ion us ed:
a) Flooded (furrow):
b) Sprinkled:

c) Other:
How many times did you flood irrigate?:
How many times did you sprink le?:
How many hours sets did you use (hours per irrigation)?:
How ma ny days between irrigation?:
Did you change number of days betwee n irrigations?:
a) Yes

H01v many days between irrigations in the first 50 days?
H01v many days bet1veen irri gat ion s in the second 50 days?
H01·1 ma ny days beb1een irrigations in the third 50 days?
b) No

To tal water used to grov1 corn in acre feet:
H01v many days betv1een pl anting and harvesting:
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Price of water per acre foot:
Price of wate r per stream:
Price of grain corn per bushe l and year gra in was sold:
Price of silage per ton and year silage was sold:
Amount of di ese l used from planting to harvesting:
Amount paid to hired help:
How many hours spe nt in:
(a) Discking an acre of land:
(b) Harrowing an acre of l and:
(c) Land planning an acre of l and :
(d) Spreading an acre of l and:
(e) Planting an acre of l and:
(f) Cultivation and furrowing an acre of l and:
(g) Ditching:
(h) Hauling:
( i) Drying:
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APPENDIX B
DERIVATIVES AND RELATED CONSTANTS
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The regression equation obtained is actually in the form Y =

).377

w

. 936

( !::!_
wv
p

(w

~)
wP

~

s ->-z ln( ~)
vJPp

p

This simplifi es to

= ( .936

y

X

w .352
Am

Y

(wVp ).377(w t~p ).352
and WM

are potential values for vegetative pollination
p

and maturat ion stages respectively.

i s a constant C.

Thus

And the pollinati on stage value can be further simp li fied to
l~

( wP

A

) .ll8-.427lnWA +.427lnWp
p

p

_Q

p

.427lnvip

=

.427 ln2 24

=

2.31 .

Thus

p

(?)

.ll8+2.3l-.427lnWAp

p

and our orig inal equation becomes

y

now S' has the value 2.429.
The derivative

foe Y •

(?(-'''"'Ap •ill
p

be taken using the
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chain rule.

Our function is the same as Y

uv, where u

(~)
p

and v

s!.z'.

dwp

=

S' - \ 2 Wp' thu s

=

~.

du + ( ~ it!_
au dWAp
av dWP

~ · dv)
av

dWAp

Using t hi s formula, the derivative i s

( 8 ' - \z lnYIA 0 )(~)
.

Wpp

1 +

~Jpp

~
Wpp

)I

ln(/-p WA\z l
p \

p

(\·JA )S'- \z lnvJApl
(WPp )8' - \z l nWA p
_ (WA )S' - 1- \: lnWAp

( ~J Pp )8' - >.z lnWA p
For this prob l em, th e constants are
>. 1 ~ .377 ,

and C

~

0. 222.

Az ~.427,

1 3 =.352,

6=. 118,

8'~ 2 . 429,

• =B'+A2 lnWpp

4.74 ,
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APPENDIX C
STATISTACAL DATA AND MAXIMUM VALUES

TABLE 5
STATISTICAL DATA AND I-1AXIMUM VALUES
FOR STATES IN 1974 AND 1975
Number of Observat ions of ET for Two Years in Three Locations (a)
!lumber
Yea r

I

Location
Davis

1974

I

o:
Year

o•

Logan

56

Location

Observations

Year

96

1974

216

Davis, Fort Collins

and

123

and logan is

1975

154

Davis

120

Fort Coll ins

Number of

Number of

Observations

1975

Fort Call ins

123

Logan

98

Obs!!rvati ons

Grand Total for

493

Maximum Values (b)

Dry Matter

Grain

in
Tons/Hec.

Year
1974

in
Tons/Hec.

12.3

25 . 0

ETin mm

ET in rrm
Vegetative

Pollination

ET in rrrn
Maturation

243

224

207

Davis

207

Davis

locati on

1975

12.1

23.4

222

187

1974*

0

0

0

0

0

Fort (gll i ns

1975

6.3

16.2

267

110

157

Fort Call ins

289

189

166

1974

1975

17.9

8.0

1

8.9

I

19.2

*Neutron Probe Malfunc tioned.

I

257

I

115

I

190

!

Logan
Logan
'-J

"'
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APPENDIX 0
NON OPTIMAL PLOT OF MPP FOR
EVAPOTRANSPIRATIONS OF A GIVEN
STAGE OF GROWTH
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22

20

18

~16

15
3:

w

w
~

12
10

30
W in

50
centimeters

70

90

50 em
distribution
For total water, W, applied at
a= 90mm, b= 102mm, 308mm = Wp ~) ,(a=Wm ,b=Wv)
is:
For W"' 70cm, c(Wml= IIOmm, d(W)= 130mm,f(W )=470mm

v

p

Fig. 6. Marginal physical product of water holding the
value of two stages constant while the other
stage varies.
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APPENDIX E
DERIVATION OF MARGINAL
PRODUCTIVITY CONDITIONS
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The Marginal Physica l Product were t he f ir s t order cond iti ons as
shown in equati ons {53) to (56) and eq uati ng equat ion (57) and (58);
yi elded:
ALl
CA 1WAv

cwk~( , - 2A z lnWAp)(WA:· -l- Az lnWAp)

Pz

Rearranging yie l ds:
and it simplifies to

and requir ed condition is

Similarly equating equati ons (57) and (59) yie l ds:
CA WAl -l W e·- A2 l nvJA w>-3
1 Av
p
P Am

=

CA w>-1 wS" -A zlnWAp WAAmrl
3 Av

pl

Rearrang i ng

p3

yi eld s:

CA3 Hk~ \,s" - Az lnWAp wkrl

, Simplications l eads to

CA WAl -l wS" - >. 2 lnWAp w>- 3
1 Av
p
Am

Pl WAv = P3WAm

--

--

Us ing equ ati ons (58) and (59) and simi la r so l ut io n methodo l ogy yi eld s
a marginal condition of:

(WApP 2 ){ , - 2A2 l nWApl- l

=

(P 3WAm)Ai

1
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APPENDIX F
DERIVATION OF DERIVED DEMAND
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Substituting the marginal conditions into equation (65) and (67)

wk~

and rearrangement yields

Y

cwB' - A2 lnWAp[(P W \ )(P A )-l] A3
p
1 Av 3
3 1
remembering vlp

=~and

substituting

Wpp
for WP we'll get
A3'3\i3y p~ 3 pl A3 (Wp AlPz)B'-Az lnWAp

C(WAvPl( , -2 \z lnWAp) B' - Az lnWAp

The deriv ed demand for WAv is

Solving for WAp

for WAv and we will get:

simplification yields
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simp li fication yi elds

for WAp the equat i on becomes
Further s i mplificatio n

yie l ds
IJ >. 1 + >. 3 + s ~ >. 2 lnWp

m

yp~ l( Wp p >. 3 ) B~ >-2 l nWAp pJ >-1 - 8~ !.2 lnWAp >.~1>.)>. 1

2

K( o/ -2>.2 lnWAp) s ·->. 2lnWAp

and the derived demand curve for maturation

~tage

becomes
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APPENDIX G
DETA ILED COST CALCULATION
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Detailed Cost Calcu la tions
Pond:
The initia l water in pond will be that amount required during the
vegetative stage, VV.

To determine VV, a unit area, the hectare

(2.47 acres) will be used .

Soi l characteristics for Logan all ow for

105 em (3.44 ft.) depth as the extent of so il moisture depletion
durin g vegetative stage.

From data available, field capacity, FC,

by volume was 29 percent for Logan and 32 percent for Davis.

Present

irrigation practice allow for a 50 percent field capacity depletion
before wilting point is r eached.
VV = 105 em
50
100 em x m x l hec tare x .29 FC x TOO= 0.152 hectare-meter
or 1. 28 acre feet.

That i s, VV depicts replaceable water in soil

profile.
Similar procedure apply for finding the amount of replaceable
water in soil prof ile for pollination stage, VP.

Soil characteristics

and plant rooting system allow for 225 em (7 .38 ft.) depth as th e
extent of soi l moisture dep l etion during pollination stage.
VP = 180 em
50
100 em x m x l hectare x .39 FC x TOO= 0.261 hectare-meter
or 2.741 acre feet.
For adequate pond size, evaporation E, a majo r source of loosing
water mus t be accounted for.
E

=

(VV + VP/3) hectare meter.

VP is divided by three because

farmers can get all th e water they need once a week, depending on how
many shares they have in the irrigation company.

Si nce in Logan, po lli-

nation stage averaged 26 days, then a farmer can refill his pond at
l east 3 times during po llinat ion stage.

Therefo re, for evaporatio n
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only one third of VP is relevant.

Trevor Hughes et. al. (13) suggested

0.69 meters (27 inches) for Logan as the May to October open l ake eva poration.

May to October correspond to the growing season.

According

to the Soi l Conservatio n Service, small ponds should be about 2.74
meters (9ft.) deep.

2.74 meters i s deep enou gh to prevent algae and

other aquat ic growth in the pond .

Al so 2.74 meters is not deep enough

to require specia l design that will take into account water pressure
Thus, real l oss due to evaporation is:

variance with depth.

E = (VV + VP) x 0.69 hectare meters, and for Logan it i s (0.152 +
T
2.74
0. 261)

- 3-

X

0.25

=

0.060.

Critical evaporat i on during pollination stage EVA, is VV + E and
relevant volume, RV, is given by RV
Logan it i s 0.2227.

= -EVA+
3-

VV hectare meter and for

EVA is divided by three because there are three

sta ges of growth, and pol linat i on stage i s a third of the three stages.
Th e r el evant stage to use for an optimal pond vo lu me is the poll inat i on
stage.

The volume computed at pollination stage can accomodate the

peak demand volume, and pond size is ta il ored to peak demand volume.
Relevant earth volu me REV , computation becomes REV
cubic meter.

=

RV x 10,000

Thus, for the condit i ons stated earlier, Logan's REV

0.2227 x 10, 000 cubic meters; which i s 2227 cub ic meters.
Using pr i ce rang es given by Bureau of Reclamation of 53¢ per
cubic meter (40¢ per cubic yard) to 92¢ per cubic meter (70¢ per
cubic yard), a cost table can be made ref l ecting earth work cost.
But there are other costs.

Pump cost as quoted by a local retail

store in Logan $324 to deliver average stream head used by farmers.

=
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The cost of a share of water i s $1 per share, which is equ i va l ent to
$8. 104 per hectare meter.

Evaporation cost EC was ca l culated by

multiplying EVA by $8.104.
Table 10 shows a range of replaceable fie l d capacity and relevant volumes for cost ca l culations.

TABLE 6
RANGE OF REPLACEABLE FIELD CAPACITY AND RELEVANT VOLUMES FOR COST CALCULATIONS

Procedure

Replaceable Field Capacity and
Volume for Cost Calculations
. 145
0.150
0.160
0. 180
0.200

Row
No .

VV to 105 em depth in Hectare meter

.152

0.158

0.168

0.189

0.210

1

VP to 180 em depth in Hectare meter

. 261

0. 270

0.288

0.324

0.360

2

E = (VV + VP/3) x 0.25 in Hectare meter
(Rows (1) + (2)/3 x 0.25)

. 060

0 .062

0.066

0.074

0.082

3

EVA = VV + E in Hectare meter
(Rows ( 2) + ( 3) )

.212

0.220

0. 234

0.263

0.293

4

RV = (E~A + VV) in Hectare meter
(Rows (1) + (4)/3)

. 2227

.2313

.2460

.2780

.3080

5

REV = RV x 10,000 in Cubic meter
(Row (5) x 10,000)

2227

2313

2460

2780

3080

6

2

2

2

EC =EVA x $8.104 in$
(Row 4 x $8.104) approx. to whole$

I
!

I
!
I

2

3

7

-

To get volume in foot-pound system, mult iply rows l to 5 by 8. 104, and 8 to get volume in
cubic feet, multiply row 6 by 1.308. To get EC, multiply new row 5 in foot pound system by
$1 .
00
00
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